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Learning of problematic assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Small # of reference librarians; handle ~10 hours of questions per week, so we discover problematic assignments quicklyWe alert other librarians about problematic assignments, giving as much info as possible (class the assignment’s for, useful resources for handling the assignment, etc.)Situation discussed in this presentation was first brought to my attention in November 2017; a fellow librarian had gotten several ?s from MBA 640 students re. the vacuum cleaner industry/DysonI’m the MBA liaison, so I was asked to look into this
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MBA 640 assignment
• “Go to the UMUC Library>Research Guides and select the 

following two research guides: Business and Management and 
Marketing….  Also, use the industry/company databases, such 
as Moody’s, to research the vacuum cleaner industry.”

• “Read about vision and mission statements, and then find 
Dyson’s vision and mission statements online.”

• “Conduct the following three analyses for Dyson: PESTEL 
analysis, SWOT analysis, and Porter’s five forces analysis.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Librarians have access to all classes in LEO (D2L / Brightspace)Assignment in project 3 of MBA 640Sampling of problems with assignment:* Library doesn’t subscribe to Moody’s* Dyson’s vision and mission statements aren’t on their website* Little guidance re. actually conducting PESTEL, etc. analyses; course readings mostly gave definitions     (PESTEL = political, economic, social, technological, environmental, legal)Before contacting MBA 640 program chair, I wanted to get a better sense of just how problematic the assignment was
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Providing proof of the problem

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Search feature in LibAnswers used to search for Dyson, vacuum, MBA 640, etc.; transcripts were then read to ensure they were indeed about project 3Copied and pasted questions into a message and removed identifying info before sending message to MBA 640 program chairProgram chair could then see # of questions we’d gotten and types of things students were askingSlide shows small excerpt of message; entire message has excerpts from 24 messages received in ~6 months (most received October - December)First question received July 2017, but deluge didn’t begin until late October, and problematic assignment noted in early November
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Providing suggestions to fix the problem
Recommended databases
• ABI/INFORM Complete
• Business Insights: Essentials
• Business Source Complete
• Hoover’s
• Nexis Uni
• S&P Industry Surveys

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with noting problems with the assignment, solutions provided, too – for example, suggested databasesAlso noted that different databases classify vacuum cleaners differently (e.g., household appliances, small electrical appliances, consumer electronics, etc.)
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MBA 640 assignment (modified)
• “Dyson is a privately-held company, so finding information about 

it needs some effort…”
• “[T]his project can be about any vacuum cleaner company; your 

main job here is to research the vacuum cleaner market and 
industry and the feasibility of launching the new product; not 
Dyson.”

• “You will find very few (if any) scholarly sources about Dyson.  
The scholarly sources here support the marketing concepts that 
you are discussing rather than Dyson.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Program chair didn’t develop assignment; developed by instructor in another state, which explains the Moody’s recommendationProgram chair shared my message with assignment designer; info helped convince him to revise the assignment (along with students’ course evaluations)Slide shows some of the revisions made to the assignmentRevised instructions also made it clear that students would need to create their own SWOT, PESTEL, Porter’s five forces analyses; they wouldn’t find them in the library
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Providing additional help

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Changes were helpful, but good to have a resource to point students to if they continued to ask questions



https://libcf.umuc.edu/instruction/mba/
MBA640Project3Tips.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Created web page of tips related to the assignment
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Project 3 help page

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Screen shot of portion of page+ can be clicked to open a section of search tips specific to the database
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Spreading the word

Presenter
Presentation Notes
URL shared with MBA program chair and assignment designer; I encouraged sharing with other faculty and/or studentsURL shared with reference team, too
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Spreading the word

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After MBA 640 program chair OKd it, link added to an FAQ I created in LibAnswersMore than 100 views so far, which is decent considering the topic is only of interest to people working on one particular assignment for one particular class
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Then and now
Excerpt from an October 31, 2017 IM transcript
• Student:  I am looking to pull a SWOT 

report on Dyson Ltd.  I have tried to use 
Business Insights: Essentials and 
Business Source Complete and have not 
been successful.

• Librarian:  hi, let me double check…  
sorry, no SWOT analysis for Dyson in 
BSC or BIE, for some reason

• Student:  Hmmm, do you know where 
else I can find one?

• Librarian:  no sorry, unless there is a free 
one on the web that you can find via a 
google search.  I just tried that, and the 
first one costs money.

Excerpt from October 28, 2018 IM transcript
• Student:  I’m required to do a SWOT 

analysis of Dyson.  Since there appears to 
be no SWOT analysis report of Dyson in 
the library, how would you recommend I 
conduct the analysis?

• Librarian:  We put this together to help:  
https://libcf.umuc.edu/instruction/mba/MB
A640Project3Tips.html

• Student:  thanks for the link, this is super 
helpful!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now almost exactly 1 year out from when problem assignment was first noticedTranscripts shown on slide are admittedly cherry picked, but they give an overall idea of how things have changedHelpful to have a resource to point to when students ask us questionsBut having updated instructions and the page of search tips won’t solve all problems with the assignments, and students will probably continue asking questions as long as the assignment’s offered, esp. since it’s a lengthy assignment that requires a fairly high level of research and analytical skillBut assignment is better than it used to be, and the MBA program chair, assignment designer, and other faculty have indicated that it was helpful to see how the Library could help them and their students.

https://libcf.umuc.edu/instruction/mba/MBA640Project3Tips.html
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Questions? Comments?

• cynthia.thomes@umuc.edu
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